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INTRODUCTION 
 
Following the completion of Phase One on the A45 Chowns Mill Roundabout 
Improvement Scheme in June 2020, a survey was carried out to discover the public 
perception of the works and the standard of the various forms of communication. 
Eleven months later, on completion of Phase Three, another comms survey was done 
to gauge satisfaction and compare results. This survey was identical except for the 
addition of two questions and the option to sign up for text alerts. 

 

For ease of distribution and analysis of the results, the survey was presented in an 
online format using Microsoft Forms: https://forms.office.com/r/XLwqFdnSkz 

 

 

 

 

The survey was distributed by: 

• Scheme E-mail distribution list. 

• Letter (200 houses) 

• Local Facebook groups. 

• Twitter. 

• Text 

• Highways England snippet page 

This required zero additional expenditure. 

 

RESPONSE 
 
The survey went live on 28 May and was left open for three weeks. 

There were 218 response (318 in 2020) in total, with an average completion time of 
4:06 (2:52 in 2020). 

 

  

https://forms.office.com/r/XLwqFdnSkz
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RESULTS 
 
The responses with a brief comparison to 2020, are shown on the following pages: 

 

Very similar to 2020. HGV drivers dropped from 2% to 0%. 

 

 

Similar pattern to previous survey. Improvements made in majority of aspects.  
An average improvement of 2.54 % points of respondents strongly agreeing. 
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In 2020 the average rating was 4.00.  

 

 

‘Text message’ added to the list of options and proved to be the most popular. A 
significant drop in those preferring ‘Social Media.’ 

 

Q5 to Q8 requested contact details if not already on distribution list.  

The following details were submitted:  

• e-mail addresses x16 

• postal addresses   x0 

• phone numbers   x0 

• Text Alert*  x13 

 

 

The figure visiting Highways England website has increased from 64% to 65%.  
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Respondents who contacted the team has increased from 20% in 2020 to 26% in 2021. 

 

 

This saw an even better response than 2020 which had an average rating of 4.35. 

 

Q12 asked ‘Please explain why you provided this rating.’  

There were 52 responses – see Appendix A. 

 

Q13* asked ‘How effective were communications in advance of the full weekend 
closure before the re-opening of Station Road and restoring two lanes running around 
the roundabout on 12 April?’ 

There were 173 responses – see Appendix B. 

 

Q14* asked ‘How can we improve communications to notify you about future road 
closures and changes to traffic management?’ 

There were 145 responses – see Appendix C. 

 

Q15 asked ‘Do you have any comments on the scheme communications or suggestions 
as to how we might improve in future?’  

There were 121 responses – see Appendix D 
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YOU SAID, WE DID 
 
In the first survey, three customer actions were identified. 

Promote ways of contacting Highways England and the Public Liaison Officer 

Despite impressive results in receiving advance notice and regular updates, knowing 

who to contact was less positive. 

We put the Highways England Customer Contact Centre telephone number on signage 

at the scheme extents. The PLO contact telephone number 0333 0124 596 was also 

repeatedly provided on communications materials (newsletters, e-mails and letters), 

many of which were also shared on local Facebook groups by the group admins. 

Responses to the question ‘I know who to contact if I have questions’ showed those 

strongly agreeing improved from 27.0% to 34.4% 

 

Improve the perception that Highways England listens and responds to concerns 

Despite the positive feedback from those who did get in touch, the expectation that HE 

would listen and respond to concerns was the lowest scoring in Q2 – experience. 

Over the last year we’ve gained increased knowledge of customer issues through 

Customer Audits (road user) and by monitoring social media (local residents). We’ve 

responded to customer queries within 3 days on average and addressed several 

concerns though our regular newsletters. 

Responses to the question ‘I believe Carnell / Highways England listen and respond to 

concerns’ showed those strongly agreeing improved from 14.5% to 21.1%. Those 

providing negative responses dropped from 15.4% to 6.9%. 

 

Increased use of social media 

‘I regularly see updates on social media’ was second lowest ranking in the ‘experience’ 
question. Meanwhile, social media was the second most preferred way of receiving 
scheme information after e-mail.  

We’ve increased our posts through local social media networks and asked our partners 

in Town, County and Parish Councils to share our information as well as a greater use 

of local media. 

Responses to the question ‘I regularly see updates on social media’ showed those 

strongly agreeing improved from 23.0% to 27.1%. Those providing negative responses 

dropped from 21.1% to 13.3%. 

However, the use of text alerts has seen a drop in social media being preferred method 
of communication drop from 32.7% of the respondents to just 9.6%.  
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RESULTS SUMMARY 
 
The feedback, which is mostly from people who consider themselves as local residents 
(73%), is very encouraging with improvements seen in most areas. 

Preference for text messages, e-mails and social media far outweigh the traditional 
communication methods which are more standard for larger maintenance schemes, 
such as letters or the HE snippet web page.  

 

Areas of strength 

Those strongly agreeing that they receive regular updates has improved by an 
impressive 27.2% points to 64.7%. 

The three weaker ‘experiences’ from 2020 (who to contact, seeing social media 
updates and belief that Highways England listen), have all significantly improved. The 
average improvement of those strongly agreeing being 6.2% points. 

The satisfaction of those contacting the team has gone up to 4.51 (from 4.35) out of 5. 
When viewed alongside the related comments show the Public Liaison Officer role in a 
particularly impressive light. 

 

Areas to improve 

Roadside information, works and diversion signage are still viewed positively, but 
satisfaction has dropped compared to last year. 

 

Overall 

The overall rating for communications went up to 4.31 from 4.0 out of 5 which is another 
excellent result. Regular, timely updates using a variety of channels, and quick 
response to queries are thought to be behind this high level of customer satisfaction. 
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APPENDIX A 

Explanation of how they rated overall satisfaction of response after contacting the team: 

 

1) They answered promptly and sensibly 
2) Paul Valentine is excellent, really good at responding to questions and queries  
3) Communication is always good and questions are answered 
4) Brilliant responses always 
5) Tried to use the mini bus that was put on. It never came. Contacted the team and the answer 

was not good. Mini bus never came after waiting over an hour. Gave up and went home. Have 
not tried to use it again 

6) I have received good communications and help from Paul Valentine.  
7) Excellent comms and query investigated and answered fully 
8) Very quick responses at all times. 
9) Paul Valentine has been consistent in his speedy response, supportive approach and accuracy 

of information provided. 
10) Being located in the midst of the works, we frequently have to contact the contractors. They are 

always responsive and endeavour to minimise the disruption to our personal lives and our 
business. They have provided a clear communications channel and this is very effective. 

11) Experience of making contact and response 
12) Whenever I have emailed Paul Valentine, I have always had a reply.  I think the whole team are 

doing a splendid job. 
13) Our contact is always helpful and gives plenty of advance notice and takes concerns seriously 
14) Paul has listened to my concerns on speed and road safety. Unfortunately the Police have lacked 

any accountability in this area. They are statistics driven and not visible public feedback. Until a 
fatality occurs then the police act, that’s reactive not proactive. 

15) Not enough done to stop speeding traffic and vehicles deliberately using the wrong lanes  
16) Chap I spoke too very good. 
17) No one is perfect and we can all do better  [scored 4] 
18) Prompt efficient answer to my query 
19) Whilst the response was informative, the core problem was inadequately addressed. 
20) They answered and this was reasonably informative  
21) Paul Valentine has been responsive to any queries / questions raised. Emails updates are 

informative.  
22) As a local resident the roadworks have been annoying, loud and frustrating. However when I 

contacted Paul Valentine re: lights shining straight  into our home it was rectified almost 
immediately. 
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23) I have major concerns regarding the speed and safety of Station Road especially the speed of 
traffic coming off the roundabout. I particularly have concerns about the additional island crossing 
installed in close proximity of the roundabout there is an accident waiting to happen in my view is 
not in the right place at all and I have contacted Carnell and Northamptonshire Council before 
regarding a more substantial crossing. As motorists continue to blame the roundabout for 
accidents and speed what hope does a pedestrian  have crossing this road? 

24) I was surprised to get a reply at all 
25) The response I received was swift, acknowledged the issue I raised and outlined what was to be 

done.  
26) My concerns were listened to and I felt dealt with appropriately.  
27) I had concerns about vehicles parked on Hecham Way. Turned out they were not really 

connected to the works!! Nevertheless I got a quick and helpful response from Paul. 
28) Prompt efficient response.  
29) Paul has kept us up to date with developments all along. Whilst the works have disrupted 

business, we've been consulted and have a good relationship 
30) "every time I witness a vehicle trying to save a few seconds and have near misses, several times 

myself, the threat of a camera to stop this happening hasnt occurred, once word gets around it 
will put a stop to it and possibly save a serious injury to someone,  

31) Excellent, prompt service  
32) I was in contact with Paul about an unplanned closure which resulted in a long detour in the ice. 

He was brilliant! Now getting weekly updates  
33) Excellent detailed caring response.  
34) I shall wait and see if my concerns are addressed. 
35) Paul took time to answer my wuestion directly, which I appreciate very much. 
36) Local resident, but views not understood. I live here.  
37) Everything was answered quickly and satisfactory by Paul 
38) Very professional  
39) Reply was quick and gave clear thought plans to my questions 
40) Excellent advice and communication  
41) "Highways England and their design team have clearly stated they know best from the very 

beginning of the scheme. There was no consultation just ‘ this how it is’.The communication of 
their decisions has been good." 

42) Swift response 
43) "Everything is very clear and easy to understand why these works are taking place and how long 

its going to take to Finish " 
44) Admittedly matters raised were carried out but only after much delay. 
45) Contact has been with Paul Valentine, Liaison Officer, who has always been prompt, polite, 

helpful and with knowledge to address issues raised. The Town Council and the project team 
enjoy a positive and excellent working relationship.  

46) Brilliant communication and very helpful  
47) Paul has been a delight to work with from the start, he is always available if I need to call, his 

updates are timely, regular and informative and he will always make direct contact if he has to 
deviate from any set plans. 

48) Paul valentine is alway very good at responding to few questions that I have emailed him 
49) I asked for help I got a response quickly and I got told what they were doing next cause they 

knew there was a problem 
50) My enquiries have always been responded to promptly and with clear and concise information. 
51) The  contact is very good at responding to comments and concerns.  However Highways 

England and Carnell are sometimes slow to act upon concerns. 
52) Helpful 
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APPENDIX B 

Effectiveness of communications in advance of recent full weekend closures: 

 

Where the same feedback was given multiple times, the number is in brackets. 

1) All comms have been effective and timely 
2) Average 
3) Awful  
4) Brilliant  
5) Brilliant, I was contacted by phone from Paul to discuss prior to it going ahead 
6) Can't remember [x2] 
7) Clear information 
8) Clear, kept updated if anything changed 
9) Communication was excellent with enough advance notice and regular updates 
10) Did not receive any advice warning but don’t think it was necessary 
11) Didn’t know Station road had re-opened at same time but aware of the two lanes being restored 

(shared via Facebook Spotted page)  
12) Didn’t know the road was reopening.  
13) Didn’t receive  
14) Effective [x4] 
15) Excellent [x9] 
16) Extremely effective 
17) Fine [x3] 
18) Fine but wen both lanes on 1side are closed divisions take you alround villages n country lanes 

lanes is a bit of a task as some tje back roads arnt ment 4 heavy traffic or large vehicles some 
havent sewn much action since the days of the horse n cart.  

19) From my perspective very clear.  
20) Fully effective [x2] 
21) Good [x33] 
22) Good advance notice 
23) Good helpful 
24) Good I think  
25) Good I think? I knew it was going to happen and made alternate plans so couldn't do much better 
26) Good if you were signed up 
27) Good notice. 
28) Good, helped us all find a way out of the town. 
29) Good, I was aware of the closures 
30) Great [x3] 
31) I do feel more warning could be given for this and some consultation with the businesses it 

directly affected access to. 
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32) I get emails but do not read them. ( I work for HE) 
33) I got my email update 
34) I knew from txt and it was shared on village Facebook group ( Stanwick)  
35) I receive the regular email newsletter  
36) i was absolutely aware of the planned actions 
37) I was aware.  
38) I was made aware of it although not affected by it 
39) Information all OK 
40) Information was detailed and given well in advance 
41) Informed by text 
42) It's ok. But at times it changes  
43) Just about ojay 
44) Never saw anything about it 
45) no issues 
46) Not brilliant. 
47) Not good [x2] 
48) Not sure 
49) Not very [x2] 
50) ok [x13] 
51) Ok for me 
52) Perfect 
53) Poor  
54) poor, didn't know it was reopened. Also, it's only one lane not two as it should be because people 

aren't using it properly, but don't understand why this is happening, will it forever be just one 
lane? 

55) Quiet good 
56) Reasonable [x2] 
57) Received and understood. 
58) See above. We are always informed in advance of changes. 
59) Signs up but then dates changed at last minute. No easy diversion routes 
60) Social media updates and the letter were very useful.  
61) These were very useful communications. 
62) Unsure 
63) Very [x2] 
64) Very clear  
65) Very clear, so we avoided going anywhere near Chowns Mill over that weekend 
66) Very effective [x15] 
67) Very effective for me going to work 
68) Very effective, I made alternative arrangements 
69) Very effective, plenty of time given 
70) Very good [x11] 
71) Very good and helpful  
72) Very good. I travel to Kettering quite a bit so to know the situation of the road closures is very 

useful.  
73) Very high quality communications throughout. 
74) Very well advertised.  
75) Very. Evening we were unsure, we can easily find out if the road is going to be closed 
76) Very. Got text message.  
77) We knew well in advance 
78) We knew what was going on and avoided the area. 
79) We knew what was happening  
80) What communication? 
81) Your email gave all the details. 
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APPENDIX C 

Improvements for future road closure communications: 

 

Where the same feedback was given multiple times, the number is in brackets. 

1) A nit late to make any changes now. 
2) All fine  
3) All ok at the moment. 
4) All seems ok as it is 
5) As early as possible 
6) Be definitive in the schedule of closures planned. Currently we know there are more closures 

necessary but do not know the dates. A closure is hugley damaging for our business particularly 
on a weekend but it is even harder when we cannot plan staff rotas, holidays or even our own 
maintenance work to limit the damage this causes. 

7) Better signage instead of contradictory or frequently changing dates 
8) Can't improve on what you are doing. 
9) Can't think of anything 
10) Carry on the same 
11) Clear signage  
12) Colour coded roadside communication to show which parts of the scheme will be closed and 

which will be open.  
13) Communication has been excellent, I can't comment on what a local resident would have 

received 
14) Continue as you are doing 
15) Continue to send email updates 
16) Continue to send me messages 
17) Continue with the email notifications.  
18) Doing a good job with existing communication so carry on as you are doing  
19) Don’t know it’s always going to be difficult with such a busy road 
20) Early publicity of closures 
21) Effective as is 
22) Email 
23) Email is ok for me  
24) Ensure late changes are got out as soon as poss. 
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25) Ensure mail drops reach homes 
26) Ensure you post on ALL local ish Fb groups etc, eg Welcome to Thrapston 
27) Fine as it is [x3] 
28) Flood social media and other news outlets 
29) For us, they are fine at the moment. 
30) Give more advance warnings. I often get a text mid day when there's a closure that night. 
31) Happy with all the text alerts  
32) Happy with current communication  
33) Happy with the texts I receive 
34) Happy with what I get 
35) I am happy with texts 
36) I do not need any further improvements. 
37) I don’t think it needs improvement unless you supply individual hand written letters on scented 

note paper! 
38) I don't think you could improve 
39) i have no concerns 
40) I like the way that is done currently 
41) I think given the scale of operations we are fairly well informed 
42) I think they are good enough 
43) I think you do as much as you can 
44) I’mPleased I’ve been updated  
45) If the road is going to be shut at least stick to the times posted on the signs. I went to it at 7:30 

and it was shut when it said 8 on the sign  
46) I'm happy with the current communications.  
47) Increase reach on social media  
48) Information readily available - so keep doing what you are doing now 
49) Informed more in advance 
50) It has been very good  
51) It’s already ok for me .  
52) It's all fine. 
53) Just carry on as it is im happy with it only thing is wen on the open side at night as a taxi driver i 

go up n down a lot in one night i never see much evidence of why its close anyway.many be a 
few people dotted here there normak3looking into a hole  

54) Just ensure they have good titles so I can decide whether I need to read them or not 
55) Just keep informing me 
56) Just need more often 
57) Keep doing what you are doing [x3] 
58) Keep on notifying everyone on social media, and local press etc!  
59) Keep on with the updates via text 
60) Keep up to date info coming 
61) Letters to residents  
62) Make it easy to find on Highway England as its not user friendly 
63) maybe email as well as text, as sometimes signal can be temperamental  
64) Maybe key updates can be shared to local Facebook Spotted pages as these are highly used by 

local residents - Irthlingborough and Rushden & Higham specifically  
65) More detailed information in advance of getting to the area 
66) More notice [x2] 
67) More on social media  
68) More road side info 
69) More signs. Lists on webpage of future closures (so we can see in advance). 
70) More social media posts  
71) N/A [x7] 
72) N/a they are excellent currently.  
73) No changes required [x2] 
74) No comment 
75) No further improvement required. 
76) No improvement necessary [x3] 
77) No suggestions 
78) None [x4] 
79) None really 
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80) None really. Complicated scheme and has to coarse some disruption. 
81) None required  
82) Not applicable  
83) Not bother  
84) Not sure you can. 
85) Nothing 
86) Nothing comes to mind 
87) Nothing it’s excelleny 
88) Nothing works just fine.  
89) Nothing wrong with the current system 
90) Nothing, you are doing all you can. 
91) Notifications on social media and display of signs 
92) ok [x3] 
93) Ok as it is 
94) outside of work, social media is often the most effective - either directly or often noted through 

the Evening Telegraph posts 
95) Paid advertising on social media to target those not on local spotted pages?? 
96) Plenty of signs stating and text messages 
97) Publicise the social media posts and which pages they are on 
98) Remember people travel regularly from out of immediate area and notifications should be back at 

thrapston and nthn  
99) Same as before- email and facebook. 
100) See if you can find some way of stopping HGV s coming through Irthlingborough town both High 

Street and College Street when roads are closed 
101) Seems to work well at present 
102) Send email plus text 
103) Send out regular updates so I’m not left thinking, “have I missed something”.  
104) Social media  
105) Social media it's not really you that need to improve but the road users need to learn  
106) Sometimes the signs of when roads are closed seem to be confusing and contradicting.  
107) Text alerts are fine for me 
108) Text in advance is fine 
109) text message works fine and social media posts. 
110) Text messages are fine 
111) Text system is brilliant  
112) The communications are all OK- it's the whole scheme will not work for most people- we need 

traffic lights - the run off's are not long enough-  even with the improvements the traffic build up is 
still horrendous -  it want's a complete re-think. Fed up Resident. 

113) The current system is working well 
114) The email and text alerts are fine 
115) The emails are always sent at appropriate times. 
116) The texts were good enough 
117) The way I receive the information presently is perfect for mysekf.  
118) Very effective 
119) Very good as it is  
120) We are always notIfied of road closures and arrangements for access. This is done via email and 

if the closure impacts directly upon us we receive a phone call and an entry pass. 
121) With regular updates 
122) You are doing everything in respect of communication 
123) You can’t  
124) You don't need to  
125) Your emails good enough for me 
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APPENDIX D 

Comments on the scheme communications and suggestions as to how we might 
improve in future: 

 

1) Advertise more widely? 
2) Again, I am impressed by the level of communication and can think of no improvements. 
3) All good so far 
4) Am in regular contact with team but very surprised that Highways England do not have direct 

contact with local community social media.  Each major project should gave it's own Facebook 
page where updates are published which can then be shared where necessary. 

5) As stated the communications are all OK. it's the scheme that's the problem. 
6) Ask me again after the new roundabout opens  
7) At the start messages were very intermittent, so that could be improved  
8) Avoid last minute changes 
9) Been very impressed with all communication. We knew that this was going to be a project that 

caused major disruption and thought you attempts to minimise this have been excellent.  
10) Communication has been excellent, though I do feel some way of asking for feedback now the 

roundabout is back to operating almost as it will once finished. The way Station Road has 
reopened isn't brilliant. You'd be better off having the left lane for A45 and A6 Irthlingborough and 
the right lane for A45 and A6 Bedford. The right filter lane is too small for 3 exits' worth of traffic.  

11) "communications  are regular and through a mix of media. Changes to planned dates have also 
been communicated. Posts near to the effected weekend are valued in addition to more 
advanced posts, as things happening in 2 weeks time need to be reiterated the day before as 
well! A comment on the survey rather than the wider comms - I haven't had contact with workers 
on site - therefore give a neutral reply which I hope would not influence the overall rating but I 
cannot rate their performance -  there perhaps ought to be a n/a option or the option not to 
answer the question" 

12) Communications are good   
13) Communications are ok but you need to stop the idiots who drive down the left hand lane of A6 

north approach and then either continue on A6 north or A45 eastbound. There will be a fatality 
there at some point !! 

14) Do you have any comments on the scheme communications or suggestions as to how we might 
improve in future? 

15) Don't just use social media to communicate as not all people use it 
16) Early publicity for occasional roundabout users. Didn't know about A6 closure last weekend 

which put 40 minutes on my journey of finedon to Bedford 
17) F2F contact 
18) Good communication all round 
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19) How do I unsubscribe from text alerts? 
20) I appreciate the weekly  updates sent to my email and the regular newsletter, I did sign up for 

these - how do you communicate with those that aren’t on social media and/or haven’t signed up 
for regular updates? 

21) I can't think of anything, at the moment!  
22) I don't go through the roadworks daily but in my experience, the communications have been very 

effective. 
23) I drive a small car and have found the concrete bollards a bit too far protruding coming from 

stanwick and can't see clear enough  when in Lane 2 
24) I have been impressed with the level of communication from the contractor. Considering the 

scale of the works, the vagaries of the British weather, their level of communication is impressive. 
25) i have no further comments 
26) I love the text service! I get flustered trying to read all the signs about closures, so this works so 

much better for me.  
27) I receive weekly communications from Paul and find that most suitable. It is good to keep 

residents up to date with all the work and would like to thank everyone for all their hard work 
during the last few months 

28) I still not see how the flow of traffic with be and better coming out of higham ferrers  
29) I think the drivers lack responsibility  and until fines are imposed driving will not change 
30) I think the text message service has been perfect 
31) I think the works have been carried out well. I continue to disagree that such a large amount of 

work was necessary for that roundabout.  
32) "I went through the area a few weekends ago when the A6 heading into Irthlingborough was 

closed.  I followed the diversion as it was not clear that both lanes were closed.  It was only on 
reaching Irthlingborough and attempting to access from the other side that I realised the closure 
extended to the other side of the bridge.  Despite nothing happening on that side. There was no 
one working in the closed section at that time, so I felt that one lane could have been opened up 
to minimise disruption to road users travelling at least one way." 

33) Im hoping the traffic will run a lot smoother when finished but stil have reservations as traffic is a 
lot more on the road think it would have benefit with traffic lights. Well wont know till fully working 
still better than it was well done everyone 

34) I'm surprised at the length of time the project is going to taks 
35) Include letter drops or signs around local areas too.  
36) it's not really you that need to improve but the road users need to learn ! 
37) It's the drivers who need to improve!   
38) Just keep up the good work  
39) Just put well thought out email titles. Most people probably delete unread nearly all your 

correpspondecne. But will be interested in very specific things pertinent to them. Maybe just one 
email in twenty. We  just need to be able to pull these out. (For eg I'm only interested in overall 
scheme start and finish dates and any overall delays - I have no interest in weekly matters. 
Maybe you need to do more emails but each being about fewer and more specific topics. (Sorry - 
but hard for me to comment because I've read so few...) 

40) Just to let us know even more quickly if a,road closure has been cancelled.  
41) Keep up the good work.  
42) Keep up with the email bulletins  
43) keep using text messages and social media 
44) Let us know when the road will be open and when you are late opening the roundabout fully be 

honest about why that is. 
45) Love having the text notifications, everything else was kind of peripheral as I knew about 

closures etc ahead of time so I didn't need the diversions etc.  
46) Maintaining up to date information is a tricky balance to avoid overwhelming the target audience' 

in box. 
47) Making sure closures do happen when they are arranged. Can  cause some confusion other wise 
48) More  on social media  
49) My email address is milly7284@gmail.com You have my mobile number. 
50) N/A [x2] 
51) N/A - I am happy with the level of comms - they have come through regularly, they are clear with 

all the dates listed  
52) Need you to be finished by 21st Aug so I can get to my mums internment! 
53) No [x20] 
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54) No comment [x3] 
55) No further comments as I think communication has been top notch! 
56) No I’m satisfied. It has saved us a lot of frustrating diversions! 
57) No improvement necessary  
58) No improvements needed  
59) No it is ok as it is 
60) No. Love the text message scheme and wish I’d been aware of it earlier " 
61) No,doing a good job. 
62) None [x7] 
63) Nope although electronic messages as to what is currently being built / done would be great.  
64) Nope, really like the system, works very well! 
65) Not at the moment. [x2] 
66) Not so far everything has been fab  
67) Not that I can currently think of. 
68) ok 
69) Overall pretty good. 
70) Perhaps e mail info periodically saying how the programme is relative to project milestones. 
71) Progress boards only show time left - not progress  
72) Really like the text messages 
73) Ridiculous how inside lane isn't open from station Rd Higham, to turn left to rush den lakes. Lane 

is finished and perfectly useable. Leads to big tailbacks into Higham  
74) Seems to be taking too long. Never see many people working on it. Similar schemes across the 

country take half the time 
75) Shut one on both sides instead of both lanes on one side.there go a flow of a sorts and if speed 

is to limited have one set speed ie. 40 all the way instead of 50.tnen 40 then 50 as ots easily 
achieved like so.  

76) Simple, colour coded map of scheme, permanently on a dedicated page of website, with email 
notification to inform changes have been made.  

77) Stick to the times on the signs or what’s the point in the signs  
78) Still scares the life out of me driving round the roundabout. I will no longer go from Higham 

Ferrers(which takes at least 5 mins to get out of onto the roundabout) to Nene Park Clinic. Would 
be far safer with traffic lights to stop the traffic hurtling towards you at great speed to enable you 
get out of Station Road. 

79) Text messages are good but sometimes not enough advanced notice is given 
80) Thanks for the consistency of regular and clear comms  
81) The ability to communicate that our business is open and trading was very poor. We asked about 

applying signage in a number of different areas but this was not authorised. I can understand the 
need to reduce signage on a busy and new road layout but if it weren't for the coincidence of 
closing retail stores due to government guidelines and the business assistance that came with 
that then we would be facing a very different situation being left with 'normal' conditions and 
major roadworks on our doorstep for such a long period of time. 

82) The scheme has had little disruption to everyday traffic , communication and sign posting good 
nice clean site  

83) The scheme won’t improve anything  
84) Think the current text communications are excellent. 
85) This project appears to be extremely well managed in all aspects of work on the ground and 

communications to local residents 
86) This scheme has been very professional throughout and extremely helpful to locals 
87) Unfortunately not.  
88) Very happy to receive these regular, accurate updates. Communications is key. 
89) We have always had email updates which work very well 
90) When closures are planned - make sure resurfacing of adjoining roads is also undertaken 

THOROUGHLY 
91) You could improve by updating people of changes to road closure dates and times, I myself have 

been caught a couple of time either by junctions being closed when they’re not supposed to be 
(according to boards) and open when they are supposed to be closed. It does get frustrating 
especially as routes are planned around the times and dates that are put on the boards. I 
understand that things can change at short notice for example illness or weather, but a simple 
text via kapow to update of short notice changes would increase the effectiveness of 

communication. Overall your doing a great job       


